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abstract
Have you ever heard about people suffering from diseases and aches and can not sleep and
are not comfortable and tortured and did not find treatment at largest doctors and largest
hospitals and despaired of treatment and their lives those who fall victim to magic and
sorcery. The treatment of these is not expensive Medication and deadly drugs
The treatment of these is the spiritual treatment, which has proven its effectiveness and
ability through many cases.

From a point of view, Studying this subject and dealing with,
depends on reality and alive situations in life. Here, I'm not discussing the
differences or the arguments between religions or convictions of experts.
My aim is intended to deliver the idea and the conviction of what I do in
the easiest ways in order to get the best benefit for all.
Though, there is a group of people suffering from aches and pains
can not afford, they don't sleep no day neither night. Some of them
became like a madman or dysfunctional. These are the victims of sorcery
who have fallen under the influence of evil forces. They are patients in
critical condition up to the point of death, hidden forces that threaten their
lives secretly, it's the magic power which demons stuck to their bodies,
turn out their lives to suffering, pain, persecution and social ruthless. The
society does not accept them as sick, but deals with them on a healthy
criminals or madmen, then throwing them out instead of cooperating and
understanding their problem or calamity.
The above result comes from lack of studying and understanding to
this subject, then leaving it to those who claim science and knowledge in
this field.
As soon as a person discovers his infection by this illness, starts
uncertainty, frustration and confusion, then he and his family start a spiral
search for treatments. In one hand, Huge part of patients are di rected or
convinced foolishly to be treated by witchcrafts and sorcerers, who claim
experience, knowledge and ability for curing from this illness. But
actually by their ignorance and greed, they waste the patients money,
time and life, or perhaps they describe him harmful drugs that increase
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his suffering, or delaying his recovery until going to a real spiritual
treating and finish this miserable period of his life
On the other hand, another part starts his treatment with
psychological examinations or medical ones at hospitals and clinics
starting with x-rays to CT.
No doubt that these patients are students, clerks, employees,
business men who lost their careers, jobs and lives because of this matter.
And others who couldn't go to school or university, and couldn't continue
their education,they stayed at home stocked to their beds due to abnormal
strange seizures, which have been diagnosed as Epileptic Seizures. Some
of these patients had entered mental and neurological diseases hospitals.
although medical examinations and X-rays hadn't proved any injury of
these diseases or viruses. They had moved from one hospital to another,
and been checked by more than one doctor, but no benefit had been
achieved. These people have been wasting money time and efforts in
order to get better and cure. They had been given expensive medicines
and treatments, instead, their situation got worse than before, they lost
everything, health and life, some even committed suicide, others became
as a joke in front of people, and no benefit had been achieved too. But
they still need treatment and have nothing to lose, they still have the
Spiritual Treatment, if they try it, in one hand they may get a lot of
benefit and cure, or, in the other hand won't be harmed or lose any more.
But the shock is very big when they see and feel the Significant influence
of the holy Quran while is read on these patients, it turns the scales upside
down and becomes above expectations.
These cases of ugly illness, that hospitals and professional doctors
were unable and confused to deal with or cure it, their treatment is simply
existed and between our hands. Yes, it is the Spiritual Treatment by the
Holy Quran, that have been proved in reality which everybody can realize
that those who are under magic impact and devil influence, who fall
down in front of doctors, scientists and experts, their real treatment is
some Verses from the Holy Quran. Where the patient exposes to special
verses and states, hearing it for limited times with a help of a person who
has enough ability, knowledge, experience and hobby have been gained
to him by God to deal with kind of situations. This special person or
Spiritual Therapist reads the Holy Quran in a special way that affects
strongly the patient himself and the Devil Spirit that lives in his body. It
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creates a positive power at the therapist controls the negative one at the
patient's body which embodied by the devil itself.
In order to control this negative spirit ( the evil ), a therapist starts a
real conversation with it, sometimes the situation ends with surrounding
the jinni or the devil and forcing him giving up and leaving the body in
peace. But usually he fights hardly and refuses to cooperate. So, the
therapist has no choice to use other ways such using the carrot and the
stick, threatens him once or promising him with good things in another.
To force him to cooperate.
The therapist continues reading loudly for a while, The special parts
and verses of Quran which are read strike the evil and harm him badly,
this sounds like a storm on his ears, he can't endure or stand it. He starts
suffering and becomes weaker and weaker till leaving the body. Then
comes the miracle that surprises everyone, the infected person who
became a smashed corpse, sent to new life again, he gets back to his
senses immediately, describes what he have suffered and been through.
He starts talking about comfort, a feeling that was lost for a long time,
having his self-confidence and prestige among the people and frees his
mind from any external control it as nothing had happened.
What I describe here is a fact that I have been living with for years,
with a huge number of cases for hundreds of times. It's a fact not fiction,
a reality that can be felt and seen. Cases that had ended successfully are
lot, and those patients who had been completely cured and returned to
their normal lives, living happily between their relatives, friends and
colleagues as they used to. People around them can notice their situations
very well, and compare how their behaviors are changed then and now.
My main purpose and what I am working on to achieve here is the
following: firstly, highlighting this social disease that victims are not
receiving the necessary treatment for it, even deprived from it, because
they are victims twice, once under the influence of magic and the other
under the influence of society that deprives them from suitable cure and
treatment, due to its ignorance or lack of conviction, or cultural conflicts
between supporters and opponents of the situation. Accordingly, the core
and the main point of my work is concentrating on that there are victims
of society, especially students whom deserve the treatment that will save
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them from their suffering, which is the Spiritual Therapy.Hence, the
verses in the Holy Quran which carry spiritual secrets have signs and big
impact, as they are words of God Almighty, when they touch the hearing
and located on the patient's body, shows and appears the impact and
effectiveness of them. No doubt that this needs an expert person who has
the required ability and the wide experience in this field, further more,
has been given the hobby and knowledge from God, then knows to
choose the suitable correct verses and statement, and the way of using
them by controlling the volume's tune, in order to raise the jinni which
embodied the patient's body. Movements and conversation start to arise
between the therapist and the evil, then commanding him to leave the
body peacefully, if he refuses, rejects or denies, another round of reading
and threatening again and again taking place, at the end, there is no
choice for the evil just to leave.
As I said before, my main goal here is to deal with real facts that are
proved and supported with evidences from reality and alive situations and
cases, Away from the disagreements of scientists, their theories and
conflict between supporters and opponents. The purpose is to deliver and
achieve treatment and cure to lift injustice from those who are suffering.
Groups of students are suffering from this disease, cases had been
treated and cured by the Spiritual Therapy, and they are ready to speak
about their experience and healing. Others are still inflected looking for
treatment, and can be treated the same way ( Spiritual Therapy or
Spiritual Secret ), by a special person whom description was mentioned
above.
We should point here that a Spiritual Therapy is not deepening on or
using narcotic drugs, expensive medicines, or harm poisons, nor myths
and juggling.
Spiritual Therapy is a special and recognized recitation of verses
from the Holy Qur'an, have been read by a private person whom God has
donated him with a distinctive ability, are not owned by any person.
Further more, the following positive qualities should be are available at
him: 1. Responsibility and realizing the accuracy and sensitivity of what he is
doing and the consequent implications.
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2. To be educated and informed, not naive nor ignorant, sorcerer or a
juggler who doesn't know what he does.
3. To be good reputable and respected among the people and be trusted.
4. Secretariat and the preservation of the peculiarities and privacy of
patients .
5. His main purpose should be helping people, not financial one or
otherwise.
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